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AudienceFX
AudienceFX provides a vehicle to reach target audiences on The Weather Company network, where scale is 
coupled with a brand safe environment. Enhanced by industry leading technology and augmented by top data 
providers, the AudienceFX platform is flexible to meet the audience reach goal of the campaign. BPAZ can choose 
from predefined audiences, request specific data segments from third party providers or can let AudienceFX tailor 
an audience to specific campaign objectives.

Cable, Web and Mobile
Weather offers a full suite of standard and ad formats across all screens: weather.com, mobile, tablet, and cable.

Web – #1 destination for weather 
With over 60 million unique visitors a month, The Weather Channel is ranked 11th in reach among all websites. 
Weather is the #1 destination for weather. Standard display ads include medium rectangle, half page banner, super 
leaderboards, billboards, pushdowns and leaderboards.

Mobile– Checking the weather is the 4th most popular activity on mobile devices
Our award-winning smartphone and tablet apps have been downloaded over 145 million times. Checking the 
weather is the 4th most popular activity on mobile devices making them a highly popular venue for marketers. 
Standard display ads include medium rectangles and mobile wide banners.

Cable– Trigger advertising via Weather STAR
Cable ad products for The Weather Channel use the localization available via the Weather Star platform to localize 
an advertiser’s message or add relevant weather data to their message. The Weather STAR is a server that is 
installed at the local cable affiliate’s location and delivers unique audio and video content to the local cable 
system. Advertising messages (still images, audio or video spots, or copy splits) can be targeted by location 
(region, or group of zips) and or WeatherFX triggers. 

Reaching pre-defined audiences with The Weather Channel

WeatherFX or LocationFX triggered adaptor ads offer the most precisely targeted advertising affordably available to BPAZ. 

And due to the nature of the message BPAZ is advertising, a Weather program should be explored. 

See you outside!

http://s.imwx.com/v.1.0/ads/creatives/mediakit/Cable_AdProducts_FAQ_022515.pdf
The Weather Channel Cable Ad Products FAQ

Creative
In addition to web and mobile format ads, 
marketing director staff or consultant 
should be prepared to accommodate still 
cable ads, and audio or video spots 
production.
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